In this work, we propose a model for heterosexual transmission of HIVIAIDS incorporating a community-wide screening and treatment programme. We will investigate various consistency assumptions about the conservation of heterosexual contacts, which will enable us to reduce this two-sex model to a simpler one-sex formulation. In all cases analytical results will be given with threshold parameters obtained for the persistence of disease, the persistence of total populations, and the persistence of infective populations. By comparing the theoretical results for the different variations of our model, we hope to shed some light on the effectiveness of the prevention and control measures that are needed to deal with the emerging AIDS epidemic in Third World communities with growing populations.
Introduction
Since the initial reporting of AIDS by the Center for Disease Control (1981) , the worldwide spread of the pandemic has been far reaching. While the early AIDS cases were confined mostly to homosexual populations in North America and Europe, there are convincing signs that HIVIAIDS has yet to do its greatest harm, especially in developing nations. It is projected that the largest growth of the pandemic will be in the continents of Africa, Asia, and South America (Chin, 1991) , where the means to control the disease (economically and otherwise) are lacking. It is also important that-in the developed countries the primary causes of infection are, in order of importance, homosexual transmission, intravenous drug use, and blood transfusionheterosexual transmission is the most common mode of infection in Asia and Africa (see e.g. Anderson et al., 1991b; Sittitrai & Brown, 1992; Brown & Sittitrai, 1993; Brown & Xenos, 1994; Chin, 1991) . Therefore, it is crucial that we develop specific models which represent the spread of HIV with these new features in mind. One such model has been proposed by Busenberg et al. (1995) to study the role of a sexually active core group (e.g. female prostitutes) in the spread of AIDS in the community. Earlier work on models of the heterosexual transmission of HIV can be traced to May & Anderson (1987) who used the simple symmetry assumption that the female-to-male and male-to-female transmission rates are the same to reduce the model to a sale-population model. May et al. (1988a) showed that, under simple conditions for the transmission rates between males and females, a heterosexual-transmission model reduces to a corresponding one-sex model. (For related work also see Anderson et al., 1988; May et al., 1988b .) Lin et al. (1993 also used the conservation of contacts between males and females, which is more general than the symmetry assumption mentioned above, to reduce the heterosexual model to a one-sex formulation. More discussion of the different assumptions is given in Section 2. A further discussion of a heterosexually-transmitted-HIV model developed for the situation in Africa has been given by Anderson & May (1991) . For a brief review of the development of two-sex epidemiological models (not restricted to HIV/AIDS), we refer readers to an article by Castillo-Chavez & Busenberg (1991) on the two-sex mixing problem.
In order to combat the pandemic, a consorted effort to develop intervention and control measures, such as screening and treatment of HIV infectives at the community level, is needed. The most ambitious programme of this type was undertaken in Cuba during 1986 (see Perez-Stable, 1991; Santana et al., 1991) , although it is not yet known whether this programme alone will eventually eradicate the disease in Cuba. Theoretical studies of control measures using mathematical models have been given by Hsieh (1991) ; the screening and removal of HIV positives has been studied by Anderson et al. (1991a) ; Hsieh & Velasco-Hernandez (1995) have studied communitywide treatment; and Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh (1994) have studied the effect of treatment and behavioural changes. However, all of these studies assumed that HIV was spread within a homosexual community with a constant recruitment rate. This assumption implies, implicitly, that the population remains bounded; this is appropriate for the localized implementation of control measures which are aimed specifically at one particular sector in a community with a constant (approximately) population size, as is the case for the gay community. However, when we consider the heterosexual spread of HIV, we must include all sexually active individuals who are capable of spreading the disease in the population, and the above assumption is no longer valid (see . Moreover, in developing countries (the case we shall attempt to explore) the population size is usually varying. Therefore we will study the effect of community treatment on the heterosexual transmission of HIV under the assumption of varying population size. Consequently, we will assume proportional recruitment into the population.
The mathematical model we consider in this work differs from the heterosexual models of May et al. (1988a,b) in three aspects: (i) conservation of contacts is assumed, to reduce the two sex model to a one-sex model; (ii) proportionate recruitment is assumed; and (iii) treatment and behavioural changes are incorporated into the model. More will be said in Section 2 in a comparison of condition (i) with the symmetry assumption used by May et al. (1988a, b) .
In Section 2, we propose a model for the heterosexual spread of HIV which incorporates the screening of HIV positives and/or treatment of any infectives detected. We also discuss the consistency conditions under which this model can be reduced to a one-sex model. Section 3 focuses on an analysis of a model without any control programme. Section 4 is devoted to a model with treatment, where a reduction to a one-sex model can be obtained using a simple consistency condition based on the conservation law for heterosexual contacts, in which it is assumed that each contact involves precisely one male and one female. We will also consider a model with screening and removal, where a reduction to the one-sex problem is not possible unless a stronger consistency condition is assumed. Section 5 explores a two-sex model in which reduction to a one-sex model is not possible and also a one-sex model in which the stronger consistency condition is used for the purpose of comparing the consequences of different assumptions. Biological interpretations of the resulting threshold parameters for persistence of the epidemic and the population size are given at the end of each section. Finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions.
Model formulation and reduction to a one-sex problem
To derive the model equations, we first consider a model with treatment, where the active population in each sex is the sum of three numbers Sj (number of susceptibles), Uj (number of untreated infectives), and T j (number of treated infectives), where j = f, m (denoting female and male, respectively). The untreated infectives are infectives who have not been detected by the screening programme and who are therefore not under treatment. Treated infectives are people undergoing treatment who have not yet developed full-blown AIDS and hence who are still sexually active. Moreover, Nj (=Sj + Uj + T j ) is the total population size for each sex.
We assume that recruitment into the population is proportional to the total population size, at a constant rate b > 0, which is the same for both females and males. This assumption applies to the removal rate not due to AIDS, which is denoted by p > 0. This assumption of proportional recruitment is appropriate for our study of heterosexual HIV transmission since an assumption of this kind more accurately reflects the fast varying population sizes which are prevalent in many developing nations in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, where significant cases of heterosexual transmissions of HIV have been reported.
In our model, the disease is assumed to be transmitted by heterosexual contact only, since our focus is on the heterosexual transmission of HIV. We define cj (j = f, m) as the average number of contacts by individuals of sex j with individuals of the opposite sex per unit time; Pj is the probability of transmission by an untreated infective of sex j; and is the corresponding probability of transmission for the treated infectives, which is assumed to be less than that for the untreated infectives.
(i.e. cjPj < cjflj). This decrease in the transmission probability may be due to a reduction in infectivity arising from treatment (see e.g. O'Brien et al., 1991) ; but it is more likely that it is due to a change in sex behaviour such as the increased use of condoms (e.g. Mastro & Limpakarnjanarat, 1995) . We could also consider the case where the contact rates of the treated infectives are decreased due to changes in their behaviour; but this calls for a much more complicated analysis, and it is not pursued here.
The incidence rate is thus Bj(t)Sj (j = f, m) where
We also define v (>O) as the AIDS-related removal rate. Although it has been reported (most recently by Swanson et al., 1994) that antiviral drugs, such as AZT, will postpone progression to AIDS in some patients, it does not follow naturally that the corresponding waiting time in the treated class will be lower than that of the untreated infectives, since this also depends on how soon an infective begins receiving treatment (for a detailed discussion, see Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh, 1994) . At present, data on the time a treated infective spends in the untreated class is not available. Hence we will assume that the waiting time for the treated class is the same as that for the untreated class, namely, 1/01 + v). If there is a different AIDS-related removal rate for the treated class v' , one can always assume that the difference is small (i.e., v' z v), and use a continuity argument to obtain similar analytical results, such as those performed by Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh (1994) in their proposition 5.
The resulting model equations are
Similar models, without the Cj terms, were studied by LePont & Blower (1991) as well as by Lin et al. (1993) . The number of infectives detected at each time unit, Cj(Uj, Nj), depends on the population size of the yet untreated infectives as well as on the prevalence of HIV infectives among each sex. For a discussion of appropriate choice of the screening term in one-sex models, see the paper by Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh (1994) . Clearly we must have Cj 2 0 and Cj(O, Nj) = 0; it follows then that all nonnegative initial data lead to nonnegative solutions, and the problem is well posed. Using the consistency condition of Busenberg & Castillo-Chavez (1989 , we have cj Nj = cmNm;
(6) thus the reduction in the following theorem can be obtained. THEOREM 1. The two-sex problem of (3-5) can be reduced to the equivalent one-sex problem
The proof is similar to the proof given by Lin et al. (1993) for their theorem 5.1, which essentially amounts to showing Bf(t) = Bm(t), and hence is omitted.
When there is no screening programme (i.e. Cj = 0 (j = f, m)) system (3-5) reduces to
Here the Bj(t) are given by equations (1) and (2) with TS = 0. It is easy to see that we have a corresponding reduction formula for system (3'-4') which is a simple special case of theorem 5.1 given by Lin et al. (1993) :
LEMMA 1 Using (6), system (3' -4' ) reduces to
Note that if the detected infectives are removed completely from the active population, we have cf& = c,pm = 0 and the T j do not figure in the equations for the Sj and the Uj. In this case equation (5) can be removed from the model since it does not influence the dynamics of the system and the reduction given in Theorem 1 does not follow. The consistency condition in (6) is a conservation law for heterosexual contacts which simply states that the total number of contacts by females with males per unit time must be equal to that of males with females. From the proof of Theorem 1 we know that equation (6) yields c,Sf = c, S, for system (3-9, which implies that, not only the total population, but the number of susceptibles in each sex must also be in the ratio cf/c, at all times. Moreover it follows that the number of infectives in each sex must also be proportional, with the same ratio at all times. This is a strong condition which follows from the natural consistency condition (6) and the formulation of the model, and it does not depend on the screening function 5. If the removal rates, p and v, are different for females and males, or if either of the contact rates, cf or c,, is time dependent, this simple reduction to a one:sex problem would not follow. LePont & Blower (1991) give approaches which take into account the varying contact rates. Lin et al. (1993) give a discussion of a population which has several stages of infection.
Moreover, the reduction to a one-sex problem would not be possible in the case of screening and removal, that is, when the detected infectives are removed from the sexually active population so that we can drop equation (5) and consider only system (3-4) with T j = 0 in (1) and (2). In this instance, reduction to a one-sex problem will not be possible since (6) does not imply cfSf = c,Sm. Hence the stronger condition cfSf = cis, must be assumed a priori if the reduction to a one-sex problem is to be possible. We discuss this in detail in Section 5. ' In the reduction of a heterosexual model to a one-sex formulation, May et al. (1988a) assumed that: (a) the net transmission rate cB in their one-sex model is the geometric mean of the female-to-male and male-to-female transmission rates (cf/?,cmBf)'12; and (b) cB is significantly greater than b, p, and v. Note that the symmetry assumption (cf/3, = c,Bf) used by May & Anderson (1987) implies that (cf /?m~m/3f)112 = cf Bm = cmflf, which is essentially assumption (a) above. On the other hand, it is interesting to note that while consistency condition (6) is based on a totally different idea from assumption (a) it implies Bf(t) = B,(t), which can be shown to yield the symmetry condition easily when bj = 0 (j = f, m).
The model with 5j = 0
Consider (7'-8'), dropping the subscripts. Let s = SIN, u = UIN; we get the reduced single equation for the proportion of susceptibles, s, It is trivial to see that if cp < v then s = 1 is the only equilibrium, and it is asymptotically stable in [0, 11. But if cB > v there is exactly one positive equilibrium
is the only equilibrium for equation (10) and it is globally asymptotically stable (GAS) for all initial data s E [0, 11. On the other hand, if cfl > b + v, the DFE is unstable and there is a unique positive equilibrium s* = b/(cpv) which is GAS for all initial data s E [0, 1).
Moreover, we can add (7') and (8') to obtain
ifc/3>v+b. These results can be summarized by the following equations. Let cps* if R, > 1. Table 1 gives limiting values for S, U, and N.
The threshold parameter R, determines the asymptotic state of the endemic proportion; that is, for the disease to become endemic, it is necessary and sufficient that the strength of transmission cb is greater than the AIDS-related removal rate v plus births of susceptibles b. Note that here R, is a special case of the expression for the more general two-sex model where R, 2 0 is the geometric mean of the ratio of the strength of transmission to the dilution of infectives b + v. value of (S, U) 
The model with treatment and behavioural change
For this section, we return to system (7-9). We assume that any infectives detected are taken into treatment, which leads to a change in their sexual behaviour (number of contacts), the transmission probability, and/or the incubation time. We also let Ej(Uj, Nj) = aj Uj be the treatment term. Note that the conditions previously imposed on dj (namely, Zj > 0 and dj (0, N,) = 0) are clearly satisfied. Here aj E [0, 11 (j = f, m)
is the fraction of infectives of sex j that can be screened out and taken into treatment.
Hence aj can be seen as a measure of the effectiveness of the treatment programme. A linear treatment term has also been used by Anderson et al. (1991a) and by Scalia-Tomba (1991) in their models of treatment and behavioural change in relation to the spread of HIV/AIDS. Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh (1994) used a treatment term of the form aU/N in their model with a constant population size; a can be thought of as the fixed number of HIV positives detected per year, given a population whose infectives are all undetected. For a growing population this would imply, unrealistically, that the number of infectives detected and treated each year remains the same even if the number of infectives is growing proportionally with the total population. Hence, for our model with a varying population size, a linear treatment term is more appropriate.
Furthermore, the use of different oj for each sex makes it possible to consider a targetting strategy which is based on differences in the sexes. This is a valid consideration since it has been reported that the male-to-female HIV-transmission rate is much higher than the female-to-male transmission rate (e.g. Padian et al., 1991) . However, in this section we only consider the reduced one-sex problem. This reduction implies that, under the consistency condition, and under the assumptions that the removal rate is the same for both sexes and that the contact rates are constant, the difference in treatment oj for each sex is not important for the asymptotic behaviour of the system. Thus the model in (7-9) becomes (again dropping the subscripts)
Again, letting s = SIN, u = U/N, t = TIN, we get a reduced system for the proportions:
When o = 0, we recover the case for no screening given in Section 3. Hence we only need to consider the relevant case of b < cj?v and a > 0.
Since we also assume that treatment decreases the net transmission rate cb because of a decrease in the transmission probability j?, it follows that 0 < c p < cp. (Note that c p = 0 is the extreme case where the treated infectives do not cause any infections.) Under these assumptions, we can proceed with our analysis. THEOREM 2 Given cp > c'p 2 0, cp > b + v, and a > 0. Let If 1 Z o Z o* > 0, the DFE (1,O) for system (16-17) is the unique equilibrium which is GAS for S = ((s, u)ls 2 0, u Z 0, and s + u < 1); otherwise, there exists exactly one endemic equilibrium (s*, u*) which is GAS in S -((1, 0) ).
The proof is given in the Appendix.
Define the threshold parameter for the endemic fraction R, by
Since a* E (0, 11 is equivalent to c p < (b + v)(l + b + vcj), when the above inequality is satisfied, R, < 1 is equivalent to a 2 o* and, in this case, the infectious fractions will die out. However, R, is not the basic reproduction number since it determines the persistence of endemic fractions, and not the persistenct: of infective populations. The basic reproduction number for this model will be given later in this section.
For the corresponding model of populations in (13-15), we let
The results are summarized in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3 Let cp > c/ ?' 2 0, cb > b + v, and a > 0. The limit values of the variables N, S, U, T are those given in Table 2 . For the proof see the Appendix. The threshold parameter R, governs the asymptotic behaviour of the infectious fraction in tending towards the DFE or the endemic state. The first of the two terms in R,, cfi/(b + v + a), measures the relative intensity of the disease transmission cB versus dilution of untreated infectives via the excess deaths due to AIDS p, the treatment a, and the increase of the susceptible population through births b. The second term gives the corresponding measurement for the treated infectives cp'/(b + v) multiplied by the probability of an infective entering the treatment class a/(b + v + a).
The parameter R, is a threshold parameter for the total population. When the population tends towards the DFE (R, < I), R, is once again simply a relative measure of birth versus natural mortality. But when the population tends towards endemic equilibrium (R, > I), R, represents this measurement but with the excess deaths v(ls*) taken into account. Note that a does not even appear in R,, showing that the treatment programme a has no effect on the asymptotic tendency of the total population size. Now R, is the well-known basic reproduction number for the infectious populations. When the total population N(t) goes to infinity and the infectious fractions u, t tend to zero, R, determines whether the infective populations U, T tend to zero or infinity. The first term in Ro is the mean number of secondary infections caused by an untreated infective in the duration spent in that class, and the second term is the corresponding number of secondary infections while in the treated class, multiplied by the probability that an individual will be detected and treated. (S, U, 2" )
(1,0,0) ( a , a, a ) >1 >1 > 1" CO (P, ii*, 1s*u*) (00, a, ~0 ) "Automatically satisfied.
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The model with screening and removal
We now consider the model with screening only (that is, those infectives detected are removed from the active population. The model in (3-5) becomes
Here Nj = Sj + vj, Bf = cfj?,Um/Nm, and Bm = cmPf Uf/Nf. Again, using consistency condition (6), we get
Hence reduction to a one-sex problem is not generally possible. However, we will now make the stronger assumption that that is, the ratio of the sexes of the susceptibles (and therefore the infectives) remains constant at all times.
LEMMA 3 Assume (23) then system (21-22) can be reduced to the one-sex model
The proof is similar to proof of Lemma 2 and hence is omitted. Note that while condition (6) follows naturally from conservation of heterosexual contacts, where it is assumed that each contact involves exactly one male and one female, the assumption in (23) is less intuitively plausible since it assumes conservation of contacts between susceptibles. Later in this section, we will discuss what happens in the more natural case when the condition in (23) is not assumed, that is, when reduction to one-sex problem is not possible. We will now consider the one-sex model of (24-25) with the purpose of theoretically comparing this model with the models discussed earlier.
Let iif(Uf, Nf) = of Uf once again. Dropping the subscripts, the model becomes Let s = S/(S + U), u = U/(S + U); then the reduced equation for these proportions 1) is the only equilibrium for equation (28) and it is GAS in [0,1]. If li > a, the unique endemic equilibrium S given in (29) is GAS for all initial data s E [0, 1).
This lemma is easily proven from equations (28) where ti = 1 -S. Now R,, R,, and R, act as threshold parameters for the dynamics of system (26) (27) . Note that R, > 1 is equivalent to li > a.
The main asymptotic results for (26-27) are summarized in Table 3 . Again S, U tend to zero in row 2 regardless of the size of R, since N tending to zero and (s, u) tending to (S, ti) implies that (S, U) tends to (0,O). The proof is easy, and it is therefore omitted. value of (S, U) "Automatically satisfied.
YING-HEN HSIEH
The threshold parameter R, determines the existence and global stability of the endemic equilibrium. Hence R, = cp(b + v + a) measures the net transmission rate cjl against the dilution of the proportion of infectives through additional AIDS-related death v, removal a, and the proportionate increase in the disease-free population via the births b. Now R, is the threshold parameter for the total active population (total population minus the removed). When the population tends toward DFE (R, < I), R, simply measures birth versus death in the disease-free population. When the population tends towards endemic equilibrium (R, > I), R, measures births versus loss of individuals through natural mortality p, AIDS-related death v, and removal of screened infectives a. It is interesting to note that, unlike the case of treatment in Section 4, the screening/removal programmes a will adversely affect whether or not the population size goes to zero. That is, when the infective fraction persists in the population (R, > I), an increase in the screening removal programme o will lower the threshold value R,, making it more likely that N(t) will go to zero.
Moreover, when R, > 1 and R, c 1, the infectious population tends to zero automatically, and subsequently the removed population also tends to zero. Now Ro is the basic reproduction number of the infective population, given that the total population increases without bound (R, > 1) and tends towards a DFE (R, < 1). In this case Ro = cp/p + v, and it measures the net transmission rate cjl versus loss of infectives via deaths and removal. Whenp, > 1, Ro is the same measurement except that the strength of disease transmission is adjusted by the susceptible fraction S.
The two-sex model
Without the stronger assumption of (23), we must consider the two-sex model of (34) Clearly, this system has a DFE at (0,O). Moreover, a positive equilibrium of (33-34) must satisfy
We have the following lemmas for the existence and uniqueness of positive equilibrium in D = {(uf, u,)10 < u, , uf < 1).
LEMMA 5 Given
if Rf = cfc,/3,~,/(b + v + of)(b + v + a,) < 1 then (0,O) is the only equilibrium in D for (33-34). If R,2 > 1, there is at most one positive equilibrium of (33-34) in D - ((0,O) ).
The proof is in the Appendix.
. However, the consistency condition in (6) implies
which must be satisfied for all time t. The origin (0,O) is a solution to (37). Moreover, so the solutions to (37) yield a strictly increasing curve C in D starting from (0,O). The unique intersection of (35) and (36) is either contained in C or it is not. So there is at most one point in D which satisfies (35-37). We then have the following existence result.
THEOREM 4 If Rf > 1, there exists a unique positive equilibrium (p: , p t ) of system (33-34) which satisfies (37) and which is GAS for all initial data in D -((0,O)) satisfying (35). Otherwise the DFE (0,O) is the only equilibrium satisfying (33-34) and (37) and it is GAS in D.
See the Appendix for a proof of this theorem.
Note that the threshold parameter for the infectious fractions R, is different from the previous cases when reduction to one-sex problem yielded a simpler expression, It implies that, in the two-sex problem, cf cmSf S m
is the geometric mean of the corresponding threshold parameters for females and males. On the other hand, when the stronger assumption of (23).is made there is no distinction between the male-to-female transmisSions cfBm/(b + v + a,) and the female-to-male transmissions c,/?,/(b + v + om), hence R, is simply cB/(b + v + o).
We are now ready to give the other threshold parameters for the original system (21-22):
The limiting values of Sj, q, Nj (i = f, m) are given in Table 4 .
To prove the above results, first note that (37) implies that u, and urn simultaneously go to zero or to the positive equilibrium values u: , uz. From (21-22), 
there is one positive eigenvalue and one negative eigenvalue, with the eigenvector manifold of the positive eigenvalue going away from the origin in the first quadrant and tending towards infinity. On the other hand, if R, < 1, both eigenvalues are negative and (U,, Urn) tends to (0,O).
Here the threshold parameter of the proportions Rf is the geometric mean of the strengths of the transmission of the males and females compared to their proportional dilution via births b, AIDS-related death v, and removal oj. The threshold parameter R, of the total population measures births versus death when the population tends toward a disease-free state, and births versus total deaths (natural and AIDS related) and screening/removal if the disease persists. Finally the basic reproduction number R, of the infective population, if the total population size tends to infinity and if the population is disease-free, is the geometric mean of the relative strengths of transmission versus total death , u + v + cj for each sex j (=f, m).
Concluding remarks
We have discussed a model for the heterosexual transmission of HIVIAIDS with community treatment programmes which screen the population and either remove the infectives or put them in a treatment programme which prolongs their survival time while at the same time attempting to reduce their effective infectiousness. We also considered different consistency assumptions in order to investigate the consequences of these assumptions. In each case, we obtained explicit expressions, in terms of the parameters, as thresholds for the persistence of disease, the persistence of population, and the persistence of the infective population. We also gave analytic results for each case and biological interpretations for each threshold parameter. In addition, the following remarks are worth noting:
1. In almost all the cases discussed in Sections 4 and 5, the screeningltreatment term a appears in the threshold parameters in such a way that the parameters are decreasing functions of a, making it more likely that the presence of a will drive the parameters below unity. For R, and R,, this implies that the programme is helpful since it might change the system from going towards an endemic state to a DFE if o is large enough to bring the parameters from above to below unity. However, for R , this has the adverse effect of directing the population towards extinction. Except for a single exception (namely, R , in equation (20)) where a does not appear. Moreover, R , is exactly the same with or without the treatment programme (see the corresponding R , in Section 3). Hence for the model with treatment and behaviour change, the programme is contributory without any perverse effect, i f the net transmission rate of the treated infectives c$ is less than or equal to b + v. We give simulated examples in Figs. 1-3 to illustrate this situation.
In Fig. 1 , b = 0.06, v = 0.08, and cb = 0.5. Without any treatment programme the population becomes stable with approximately 14.3% of the individuals being uninfected. If a treatment programme is implemented with a = 0.9 and c$ = 0.3 as in Fig. 2 , then since b + v = 0.14 c c$ the disease still persists and the percentage of susceptibles increases to 25.4%. However in Fig. 3 , where c$ is decreased to 0.07, 
2.
The threshold parameters of the infective fractions and the populations for Section 4, Rf and R,, respectively, have one extra term for the contribution of the treated infectives to the overall transmission of HIV. Consequently, the values are higher than those of the screening/removal model given in Section 5. Note, however, that the one-sex model in Section 5 is discussed under a much stronger (and less intuitively plausible) condition. Moreover, the model of screening/removal, which calls for complete removal of the detected infectives from the active population, is, in practice, a far more costly and less feasible control measure to implement.
3. The results for the two-sex model given in Section 5.1 are similar to the standard model except for the presence of of and a,,, in the threshold parameters. Moreover, the parameter R, is also similar to the basic reproduction number given by Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh (1994) . In that particular one-sex model, constant recruitment is assumed; that is, the variable term bNj in equation (3) is replaced by a constant recruitment term A. It can be easily shown that, in the case of constant recruitment, all the reductions to one-sex formulations performed in this work can be similarly obtained. The corresponding one-sex problems for screening/treatment and screening/removal have been given, respectively, by Velasco-Hernandez & Hsieh (1994) and by Hsieh (1991) . 4. Although we assumed earlier that cp' < cp, it is conceivable that this treatment programme will give the treated infectives a false sense of security and consequently lead to an increase in risky behaviour (Jacquez et al., 1994) . When this happens, the subsequent increase in cp' may result in some serious consequences, as we will demonstrate below. For the treatment and behaviour changes in Section 4, R, > 1 is equivalent to If cp < b + v, the endemic fraction will tend to zero without any control measure. However, if an ill-conceived treatment programme is launched where cp' > b + v > cp, then the larger a is the worse is its effect. The effect of an increase in risk behaviour as a possible consequence of a mass-vaccination campaign was also studied by Blower & McLean (1994) in a theoretical study of the eradication of HIV in San Francisco by the use of prophylactic vaccines. Related work on changes in risk behaviour was also carried out by Halloran et al. (1994) . In the extreme case, the treatment programme could possibly change the left-hand-side of the inequality above from being negative to being positive, and hence it could change the course of the epidemic adversely. Figures 4 and 5 provide numerical examples. In Fig. 4 we let b = 0.06, v = 0.08, and cp = 0.14; that is, cp = b + v, and the population asymptotically approaches disease-free state proportionally. But if the treatment programme is implemented with o = 0.1 and if cp' is slightly increased to 0.145, as in Fig. 5 , then all the solutions go to the endemic steady state with the susceptible fraction at 96.6% and the infective fraction at 3.4%. Again, s + u = 1 in Fig. 4 while the triangle  FIG. 4. A simulation of the population in Fig. 1 but with no treatment and with c/3 = 0.14. The DFE at  (1, 0) is asymptotically stable. Fig. 1 but with treatment a = 0.1 and with c/3' = 0. 145. There is an asymptotically stable steady state at (0.966,0.020). The triangle bounded by the axes and the line u = 1s. bounded by the axes and the line u = 1s is S. Similar remarks can also be made about R,. A detailed discussion of this type of phenomenon has been given by Hsieh & Velasco-Hernandez (1995) . Anderson et al. (1991a) and Blower & McLean (1994) have pointed out the potential perverse effects of treatment which increases the severity of the epidemic given that the disease persists. This work further demonstrates that, under the set of parameter values described above, such treatment can lead to the persistence of the epidemic when the disease could have been eradicated without any treatment programmes.
FIG. 5. A simulation of the population in
In summary, a community treatment programme which detects the infectives and either places them under treatment or separates them from the active population is in general helpful. However, it is essential that there is a sufficiently large decrease in the net transmission rate cp. It is hoped that the results given here will contribute to determination of the best approach to finding the appropriate control measures for the AIDS epidemic in Third World communities with growing populations.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly (1,O) is a fixed point for (16) (17) . To solve for a positive fixed point, we have, for 0 < s < 1,
The equation has a unique positive zero s* E (0,l) if cp' > b + v or a < a*, and it has no zero in (1,O) otherwise. Obviously, cp' > b + v is equivalent to a* > 0, and a* cannot be equal to zero. Moreover, o must be less than or equal to unity, and a* < 1 implies cp' < b + v. Therefore there is a unique positive equilibrium unless 1.2 a 2 a* > 0 in which case DFE is the only equilibrium.
For local stability, we consider the Jacobian matrix
At the DFE, det J = (b + vcp')(aa*).
Clearly, if 1 2 a 2 a* > 0, tr J < 0 and det J > 0. Consequently the DFE is locally asymptotically stable. Otherwise, det J < 0 and the DFE is locally unstable To show (s*, u*) is GAS in S when 1 2 a 2 a* > 0 is not satisfied, we know it is the only other equilibrium in S besides (1, 0), which is on a vertex of S. It is easy to see from (20) and (21) that S is an invariant set. Since all trajectories go away from
